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Contract between the strategos of a nome and a subordinate (synchoresis) 
Reign of Augustus 
 
(a) Addressee 
|1 To Protarchos, who is in charge of the tribunal, 
 
(b1) Party 1 
|2 from Ptolemaios, the son of Ptolemaios, of the deme of Althaea,  
 
(b2) Party 2 
|3 and from Zosimos, the son of … 
 
(c) Agreement proper 
|4 Zosimos agrees … |5 when Ptolemaios was strategos of the Menelaite (?) |6 nome and … |7 to 
take care of certain tasks |8 concerning … to be transported with an escort, |9  after having 
performed the substantial task |10 and after having been entrusted by |11 Ptolemaios himself with 
the policing |12 of the same nome and after having been occupied (with it) from |13 Thoth of the 
present … year of Caesar (Augustus) |14 until Choiak of the same year, |15 after Ptolemaios was 
relieved from |16 being strategos from Choiak … |17 … having fulfilled … |18 …, and if someone 
accuses |19 Ptolemaios for the work … by |20 Zosimos on account of this … |21 and, after 
conducting an examination of the (financial) management |22-23 or anything else of what Zosimos 
himself has done as a subordinate or |24 has performed in the business of the strategos … |25 

Zosimos agrees that he will be ... and |26 will pay Ptolemaios whatever |27 he suffers or is charged 
because of him along with half as much again |28 and the damages and expenses and another |29 

1,000 silver drachmas as a private debt, |30 while the right of execution (of the debt) belongs to |31 

Ptolemaios |32 from Zosimos himself and from all his belongings |33 just as if by virtue of a legal 
decision. 
 
(d) Date 
|34 … 


